Abstract. The diffractive production of charmed strange D* and possibly D~ mesons by neutrinos and antineutrinos on nucleons in hydrogen, deuterium and neon targets is observed. The slope parameter of the t distribution is 3.3_ 0.8 (GeV)-2. The production rate per charged current neutrino interaction with an isoscalar target times the D~ + ---,q5 n + branching fraction is (1.03 __+ 0.27) • 10 -4.
Introduction
In a neutrino induced reaction, the c~ pair from the Cabibbo-favoured transition W + ~ cg may rescatter as a whole off a target nucleon (or nucleus), emerging in the final state as an on-mass-shell charmed strange meson [1] [2] [3] . Experimentally, little is known as the diffractive contribution is only a small fraction of all charm production. One D~(1969) event (interpreted as diffractive in the present analysis) was found in hydrogen [4] and one D*-(2111) in neon [5] data from BEBC. This paper describes a search for the D* and D S diffi'active production in a large sample of charged current interactions including the data from four bubble chamber experiments using wide band neutrino and antineutrino beams.
In the BEBC experiments WA21 (hydrogen fill), WA25 (deuterium), and WA59 (heavy neon-hydrogen mix), the data were collected using a very similar wide band, horn focused beam, with mean neutrino (antineu-* Now at ANSTO, Menai NSW 2234, Australia trino)-induced event energy near 50(40)GeV. The experiment E 180 used the 15-ft bubble chamber filled with a heavy Ne-H 2 mix and exposed to a wide band antineutrino beam under conditions essentially similar to WA59. The individual data samples are discussed in more detail in [6] [7] [8] [9] . The combined statistics of the four experiments are some 57 000 neutrino and 52 000 antineutrino charged current events with a muon with momentum above 4 GeV detected by the external muon identifier. The hydrogen and deuterium data are called the 'light fill' data below.
Selection of the D s and D* candidates
With the D* decays being 100% radiative (D*~yD~), the selection of the D, weak decay candidates is crucial for both the D~ and the D* searches. As the Ds(1969 ) is too short lived to be directly observed in these large bubble chambers, one can rely only on the mass selection in a number of decay channels. The weak Ds decays selected are:
(plus the conjugate states for the D~-production by antineutrinos). These decays include most experimentally studied Ds decays which have two kaons and no neutral pion in the final state [10] . The observed q~3rc decay is not included since the combinatorial background in this channel is too high and, anyway, the branching fraction is only about 40% of the ~brc fraction. These arguments equally apply to the non-resonant K + K-re + contribution which__is also ignored. The q~zc +, K+K ~ K*~ +, and K* +K ~ branching fractions of the D + are known to be nearly the same within some 20%, while the K*~ *+ decays are nearly twice as frequent. The reference ~b re + branching fraction itself is probably around 3-4% [10, 11] . The decays with neutral pions such as D + --*~b p +, p + ---, rc + zc ~ which are not efficiently detected in the light fill are not selected for the sake of uniform acceptance throughout the combined data.
To restrict the D s mass resolution, we require the fractional momentum uncertainty for charged particles and K, ~ (reconstructed from their decay to re + rc -) to be below 0.25 and 0.07 for the neon and the light fill data, respectively. Charged kaons are not identified in the bubble chamber; instead the kaon hypothesis is tried for every hadron not unambiguously identified as a pion or a proton. The K* candidates are taken within 60 MeV of the nominal K* mass. The ~b candidates are selected as possible K+K -pairs with mass within 3 standard deviations of 1019.4 MeV. The mass uncertainty includes both the propagated charged K momentum and angle errors and the ~b decay width (the two contributions are of the same order of magnitude).
To reduce the combinatorial background to the (quasi-)two-particle decays (1-5), the forward-backward decay topologies are removed by retaining only events with ]cos0 1 < 0.9 where 0 is the angle between the D~ Lorentz boost direction from the laboratory system and the neutral decay particle (resonance) momentum, as measured in the D~ rest frame. Since the D~ is spinless, the acceptance of this selection is 0.9, while the background is approximately halved. Without further selections, decay channel (3) would remain a major source of combinatorial background as the K *~ selection is far less restrictive than the ~b selection in channel (2). In this Pwave decay the cos/~ distribution, where B is the angle between the K + and K-momenta in the K *~ rest frame, is proportional to (cos/?)a. Accordingly, only events with I cos fl I > 0.6 having an acceptance of 0.78 are retained for channel (3).
For each D~ candidate (denoted as X), we compute the mass m x from the measured 3-momenta of the decay products, the mass measurement uncertainty o-, and the variable ~ -the distance between mx and mDs in terms of the uncertainty: ~ = (m x-1969 MeV)/a. Here o-is computed by propagating all relevant measurement errors; the typical values are some 10 and 40 MeV for the light and heavy fills, respectively.
For a D, candidate X and a gamma to be taken as forming a D* candidate, the mass difference m~x-m x is required to lie within 3 standard deviations of 141.5_ 1.9 MeV [10]. The mass difference uncertainty is again computed by propagating the momentum and angle measurement errors of all the particles; the typical values are some 5 to 10 MeV for the light fill and 25 MeV for the neon.
Selection of diffractive candidates
The final state of the diffractive interaction is formed by a muon, a charmed strange meson (D* or D~), and a recoil nucleon (proton or neutron). So we require candidates to have an identified muon and perhaps an identified proton with all other observed charged particles, K ~ decays and gamma conversions included in the D s or the D* decay chain. In neon, additional protons from intranuclear reinteractions or nuclear breakup are allowed. Occasional reinteractions of neutrals, commonly called n-stars, are ignored for all data.
The absolute value of the 4-momentum transfer squared to the nucleon, t, and its minimal value for the given event kinematics, tmi~, are estimated by constraining the event kinematics to D s (or D*) production off a target nucleon at rest (D* if an extra gamma is seen, D s if not), ignoring the recoil nucleon (if seen). If the D~* decay gamma is not detected (which is usually the case with the light fill), the t value estimated in this way is distorted with respect to the true value. The sign and magnitude of the distortion depend on the (missed) gamma production angle in the D* rest frame. The mean difference between the two t values is around 0.1 (GeV) 2.
The advantage of the hydrogen data (WA21) is the possibility of a tight kinematic constraint under certain conditions: if all final particles are observed and correctly identified, the differences (E-P1) between the particles' energies and longitudinal momenta should sum up to the target mass (equal to proton mass Mp). If the masses of the final particles are overestimated (in our case, if some charged pions are assigned as kaons), the calculated target mass can exceed Mp, signalling that the mass assignment is incorrect. The effectiveness of this kinematic constraint in the case of D* production is hampered by the loss of most D* decay gammas in hydrogen. For each WA21 event containing a D, or D* candidate, we compute the visible value of the target mass, M t, taking the mass assignments from the D s decay hypothesis. We also compute the corresponding uncertainty, aM,, by propagating the measurement uncertainties. The candidate decays with computed target mass M t significantly above the proton mass Mp, i.e. M t -Alp larger than 3 aM,, are ignored. A lower limit on the visible target mass is not imposed in order not to exclude possible D* candidates.
The diffractive signal
Unlike the deep-inelastic cross sections, the diffractive cross sections are predicted to be the same for incident neutrinos and antineutrinos and for proton and neutron targets. Therefore all the data are combined to search for a signal. Figure 1 shows the momentum transfer, t, plotted against the normalised variable, & A cluster of events is seen near the D~(1969) mass, ~ =0, at t values below
